Born of an international commitment to avoid sending migrants to countries where they face persecution on a small set of protected bases, asylum law is one aspect of U.S. immigration law that purports to serve humanitarian purposes. Its humanitarianism is thwarted, however, when migrants who otherwise qualify for asylum or withholding of removal are deported because they have been convicted of a “particularly serious crime” (PSC), a sweeping term of art which bars an asylum claim. For some migrants, deportation results in death. As such, to serve asylum’s humanitarian aims, the PSC bar should be reserved for “extreme cases.” However, as Professor Mary Holper describes in her recent article, Redefining “Particularly Serious Crimes” in Refugee Law, as part of a ruthless trend in U.S. criminal justice and immigration policy some call “the severity revolution,” the PSC bar has become overly expansive, encompassing nonviolent offenses even where no incarceration results.
Further, the approach immigration judges (IJs) use to determine whether an offense is a PSC produces inconsistent, unpredictable results, raising serious concerns for migrant criminal defendants deciding whether to accept a plea deal. To correct the severity revolution’s distorting effect on the PSC bar, Professor Holper proposes that the Board of Immigration Appeals (Board) or Attorney General (AG) adopt an approach whereby the PSC bar would only apply if a migrant was convicted of a violent offense against persons and incarcerated for five years. Although unlikely to be adopted by the current AG, the proposal is a simple, commonsense tapering to the problem of an increasingly expanding PSC bar. The proposed reform does not, however, address some of the more pressing concerns involving the PSC bar, including those related to the rehabilitation of criminal offenders and the difficulties inherent in assessing dangerousness. Nor does it challenge the premise that U.S. citizens are more deserving than other human beings. Despite those shortcomings, Professor Holper offers a pragmatic reform that would begin to correct the severity revolution’s distorting effects on the PSC bar and render the PSC analysis more predictable.

Professor Holper convincingly contextualizes the expansion of the PSC bar within the severity revolution. Just after the civil rights movement made explicit racism socially unacceptable, the severity revolution emerged: politicians used the “war on crime” and “war on drugs” to stoke fears of criminality; legislators created lengthy mandatory prison sentences; police enforced laws with a heavy hand, directing enforcement efforts at communities of color; and mass incarceration was born. Congress also increased the number of criminal offenses that could result in deportation, criminalized conduct related to migration, and began creating what scholars today call “crimmigration.” As Professor
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Holper explains, the Board and AG also expanded the PSC bar during this time. Doubting criminal judges, the Board de-emphasized the importance of a criminal sentence in evaluating a crime’s seriousness and brought nonviolent offenses into the PSC fold. In addition to the “mistrusting criminal judges effect” that Professor Holper identifies as contributing to the PSC bar’s expansion, Congress also augmented the bar by mistrusting IJs, creating an extensive list of aggravated felonies, which automatically trigger the PSC bar, and eliminating an IJ’s discretion to limit the impact of an aggravated felony conviction. In a political climate that deemed almost all crimes “serious,” the number of crimes considered “particularly serious” became sufficiently large that today that phrase has become unmoored from its ordinary meaning.

To correct the severity revolution’s distorting effect on the PSC bar, Professor Holper asks the Board or AG to define PSC to include only violent crimes against persons resulting in five years’ incarceration. Her proposal has much to offer. First, it would better honor the humanitarian aims of asylum law by protecting more migrants who, under the current approach, face removal to a country where they will be persecuted. For these individuals, Professor Holper’s recommendation offers the promise of life rather than death. Second, as Professor Holper explains, her proposal better reflects the plain language meaning of PSC than does the current approach. With a focus on the “harm” associated with a crime, the PSC definition currently encompasses far more offenses than a plain reading might suggest are “serious” and “particularly” so, bringing within its orbit such surprising offenses as resisting arrest and tampering with evidence. The Eleventh Circuit has criticized the harm approach
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as overly inclusive.\textsuperscript{22} After the Board found that prostitution was a PSC because of its general impact on the community, the Eleventh Circuit vacated the finding (without deciding whether prostitution can be a PSC), writing as follows:

To some extent, every petty crime, such as speeding, jaywalking, and loitering, has an impact on the community. As a result, the BIA’s reasoning reflects no analytical framework by which it can rationally distinguish crimes that are “particularly serious” from those that are not.\textsuperscript{23}

When the Board suggests that an offense such as prostitution or resisting arrest is “particularly serious,” it loses credibility given the commonsense meaning of those words—it might even offend some victims and their loved ones who have experienced a particularly serious crime, like murder or rape. By offering a two-part definition requiring a five-year prison term and physical harm to a person, Professor Holper provides an analytical framework that gives meaning to the words “particularly” and “serious.”

Third, the proposed rule would simplify the PSC analysis. The current approach to determining whether an offense is a PSC can involve a fact-intensive, case-by-case inquiry in which an IJ examines “all reliable information.”\textsuperscript{24} Unsurprisingly, this approach can be time-consuming and unpredictable.\textsuperscript{25} Even former Attorney General John Ashcroft criticized
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the Board’s case-by-case approach as “haphazard” and one that produces “inconsistent” and “illogical” results. 26 Although this approach has survived void for vagueness challenges, 27 its unpredictability is especially concerning for migrant criminal defendants trying to determine whether to accept a plea deal: their Sixth Amendment right to counsel guarantees them advice on the immigration consequences of a potential conviction, 28 but the inconsistency involved in the current PSC analysis makes it difficult for counsel to provide this advice. Professor Holper’s proposal would reduce some of the guesswork involved in the PSC analysis by immediately eliminating offenses where the migrant spent fewer than five years incarcerated. Although the proposed five-year incarceration rule is in some tension with Congress’ determination that all aggravated felonies accompanied by a five-year term of imprisonment, whether or not suspended, are PSCs for withholding purposes, 29 that tension is not dispositive. Indeed, beyond statutorily-prescribed categories of PSCs, Congress also entrusted the AG to decide which offenses might be PSCs “notwithstanding the length of sentence imposed.” 30 Congress did not require that the AG exercise her discretion only to add offenses with shorter sentences to the list of PSCs but merely explained that the sentence requirements it set for per se PSCs need not limit the AG’s discretion. Presumably, then, the AG could decide only to include offenses with longer sentences in its administratively-determined categories of PSCs. Doing so would better honor the notion that such offenses be not only serious but “particularly serious.”

Admittedly, determining whether an offense constitutes a violent crime against a person entails some complexity. As Professor Holper acknowledges, “violence” is a rather broad concept, and where it appears elsewhere in federal law, it has become overly expansive, sometimes including the mere risk of injury. 31 She proposes to solve this problem by limiting the violent crime portion of her PSC definition to those crimes involving “actual or threatened physical injury.” 32 If the Board took up Professor Holper’s proposal, it would need to resolve some questions to further narrow this definition. For instance, Professor Holper’s notion of violence excludes emotional impact. She focuses on crime “which
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involves actual or threatened physical injury” as if harm to people can be neatly divided into harms to the body and harms to the mind. Modern science, some of which she points to, suggests the impossibility of disentangling emotional and physical injuries. Moreover, Professor Holper does not address de minimis injury or specify whether her approach has a mens rea requirement. Is offensive touching sufficiently violent for a PSC finding under the proposed reform? Can a strict liability crime resulting in physical injury fairly be deemed “particularly serious?” Is negligence a sufficient mens rea? Questions such as these, however, are no more complex than the current PSC analysis. By narrowing the number of offenses that could be PSCs, Professor Holper’s proposal would simplify the current broad, fact-intensive approach and thus produce more consistent, predictable results. In an overburdened immigration court system in which most migrants represent themselves, the value of creating a simpler rule should not be underestimated.

Despite offering an administrable rule that honors the plain meaning of the PSC phrase, the proposal does not address some of the more difficult problems related to the PSC bar. As Professor Holper explains, the expansion of the PSC definition “mirror[ed] the ‘severity revolution’ of the 1980s and ‘90s, where attention shifted away from rehabilitating the individual offender and toward minimizing the risks presented by certain classes of offenders.” Professor Holper’s proposal would correct some of the severity revolution’s impact on the PSC bar by reducing the number of potential PSCs, but it would not correct the general approach to criminality that the severity revolution took: namely, the proposal does not account for the possibility of rehabilitation, nor does it shift the focus away from classes of offenders toward an individualized analysis. Rather, the proposal accepts that an entire class of people—migrants convicted
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of a violent offense who spent five years incarcerated—constitutes a danger to society. Like the current approach, which, Professor Holper explains, “freeze[s] the inquiry [into an individual’s dangerousness] at the time of conviction,” the proposed rule freezes the inquiry at the time of sentencing. Professor Holper assumes that a violent offense accompanied by five years’ incarceration marks an individual as dangerous for the rest of her life. Psychologists, of course, have shown that people can and do change. For a variety of reasons—from age to family ties—past criminality does not necessarily portend future dangerousness. Others have argued persuasively for honoring rehabilitation in the immigration context, and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees favors such an approach to the PSC bar. Recognizing that people can change is especially important in removal proceedings, given that removal has no statute of limitations and yet the
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effect of displacement is permanent. Thus, a migrant convicted of an offense at age eighteen might find herself in removal proceedings at age sixty-eight. Under the proposed reform, if that conviction was for a violent offense and involved five years’ incarceration, that individual would not be eligible for asylum regardless of what had happened in her life during the fifty years since her offense. The proposed rule thus accepts that some people will be forever marked as dangerous and therefore disposable enough to be sent to a place where they face persecution. Professor Holper’s proposal would shrink the number of people who find themselves in this predicament, but it does nothing to challenge the defensibility of bright-line categorization as a dangerous undesirable that leads to removal into a potentially life-threatening situation.

Like the Board’s current approach, the proposal also sidesteps the difficult question of assessing future dangerousness, if such an assessment is possible. In discarding others’ proposals to improve the PSC analysis by allowing for a separate dangerousness determination, Professor Holper notes that the Board has already rejected this approach and mentions the difficulties inherent in predicting dangerousness. She explains that mental health professionals have previously argued against the feasibility of guessing whether someone poses a future threat. Yet, the proposed reform also asks that we ignore these warnings and assume that the fact “that a criminal court judge actually required [a] convicted person to spend some time in prison is highly instructive of the person’s dangerousness.” Although appealing in its simplicity, this assertion overlooks the research showing just how unreliable predictions of dangerousness are, even when made by mental health experts, and asks for uncritical faith in judges’ ability to predict dangerousness and manifest that prediction in a sentence of incarceration. On the other hand, requiring an IJ to make this same determination is equally problematic. Given the difficulties inherent in predicting dangerousness, the more fundamental question we should be asking is whether clumsily labeling an individual as dangerous can ever justify her deportation—a form of banishment “among the severest of punishments.”

Similarly, the proposed solution favors pragmatic reform over struggling with difficult foundational questions. Like other schemes to
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reform the PSC bar, Professor Holper’s proposal does not interrogate the deeply troubling premise that U.S. citizens are more deserving of protection than other human beings. Instead, the proposal accepts that a person deemed dangerous should not be allowed to live among U.S. residents, whom she might endanger, even though that same person could just as easily endanger those living in the country to which she is deported (if indeed, she is “dangerous”). The proposal thus ignores the consequences of U.S. deportation practices on the rest of the world even while the federal government expands the nation’s border policing well beyond its territorial boundaries.52

Furthermore, in granting the privilege of safety to U.S. residents but not others, Professor Holper’s proposal conflicts with one of her analytical foundations: that criminal law rightly protects the “inviolability of the body.”53 Embracing Alice Ristroph’s claim that “[t]he possibility of violent crime is a central source of legitimation for the criminal justice system,” Professor Holper proposes that the PSC definition encompass crimes posing physical harm to persons.54 In recommending that dangerous individuals be removed from the U.S. so that they cannot harm the U.S. public while saying nothing of the risk to residents of the country in which dangerous deportees arrive, Professor Holper reveals the boundary of the “public” whose bodies deserve the privilege of inviolability: people residing within the U.S. and nowhere else. This is the sharp edge of pragmatism.

Ultimately, Professor Holper offers a practical, moderate reform that would remedy some of the unpredictability that currently plagues the PSC analysis, further the important but limited humanitarian purposes of asylum law, and honor the plain meaning of the “particularly serious crime” statutory text. Her solution would curb the severity revolution’s distorting effects on the PSC bar but does not acknowledge the possibility of rehabilitation or interrogate the feasibility of assessing future dangerousness. Nonetheless, among proposals to improve the PSC bar, this one is clear, sensible, and actionable.
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